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Abstract – Transmit diversity techniques like delay diversity
(DD) or space-time trellis coding (STTC) utilise several trans-
mission antennas and thereby protect mobile radio systems
against fast fading. The more complex STTC can recover bursts
with a few errors, but on the other hand it increases bit errors
for bad bursts. Therefore the concatenation of an outer convolu-
tional code and STTC is not superior to the simple DD scheme.
The outer coding is commonly used in mobile packet data appli-
cations to detect and correct transmission errors. In this paper
we are interested in further improving STTC performance by
iterative turbo equalisation (TE) technique, which performs
space-time decoding-equalisation and outer decoding in an itera-
tive fashion. Our objective is to analyse whether TE can exploit
the more complex STTC structure by comparing the iterative
gains of STTC and DD. The performance evaluation is done by
simulations in the Enhanced General Packet Radio System
(EGPRS) platform.

I. INTRODUCTION

A major harm for wireless mobile radio systems is fast
fading phenomenon, which could be diminished by a number
of techniques. One of them is transmit diversity, which ex-
ploits several uncorrelated transmitter antennas and hence, the
transmission reliability is not dependent on a single fading
channel. Significant gain in performance is achieved, as the
probability of all transmission channels being in a fading dip
simultaneously is very low.

DD is the simplest diversity scheme as it employs only
repetition code with a fixed delay in the different antennas.
STTC is more sophisticated method with a certain coding
structure for the transmitted signals. STTC is able to recover
a small number of errors within a burst, but when bursty er-
rors occur, it generates even more errors [1]. Hence, it may
improve block error rate (BLER), but not bit error rate (BER)
of an uncoded system.  As a consequence concatenating outer
code with STTC may cause degradation in performance as
shown for the EDGE system in [3].

TE is an iterative method resembling the celebrated turbo
codes [4], but exploiting the equaliser and channel decoder
iteratively [5,6]. TE provides significant performance gain for
the EDGE system with 8-PSK modulation as shown by sev-
eral authors [7-10]. However, those papers consider only sin-
gle antenna transmission.

TE is a suboptimum algorithm to perform joint detection
and decoding and in this paper we investigate whether TE can
help concatenation of STTC and EDGE convolutional codes
that are used in the actual coding schemes MCS-5 and MCS-
8. We combine the DD/STTC system with the TE technique
to study if TE benefits from the trellis structure of STTC. We
evaluate the performance of the DD and STTC systems in the
EGPRS platform using MCS-5 and MCS-8 schemes.

The paper is organised as follows. The next chapter pres-
ents the signal model with multiple transmit antennas. Then
we describe the DD and STTC schemes in detail in Section
III and after that the TE technique is discussed in Section IV.
Then follows the performance evaluation with the simulation
results and finally conclusions are drawn.

II. TRANSMIT DIVERSITY SYSTEM

In this paper, we use the EGPRS platform, which is mod-
elled in Fig. 1. In the transmitter side a block of data bits u is
protected by a convolutional encoder and punctured to an
appropriate data rate. The coded bits c are interleaved over
four successive transmission bursts to overcome fast fading
phenomenon. After interleaving the bits are merged into 8-
PSK symbols, i.e., every three successive bits form one sym-
bol ( )3,2,1, ,, kkkk aaa=a . These symbols are organised as

transmission bursts denoted by ( )TKaaaa ,...,, 21= . For

transmit diversity a space-time (ST) encoder is used to map
vector a to N separate complex-valued symbol vectors,

( )TKnnnnn ddd ,2,1, ,...,,)( == add , where Nn ,,2,1 �=  is the

antenna index and N is the number of transmit antennas.

The ST coded signal is transmitted over frequency selec-
tive fading channels using N uncorrelated antennas. Thermal
noise at the receiver is modelled as additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN).

The received signal r that is sampled at the symbol rate can
be given by the equation
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Fig. 1. Transmission system model with 2 transmit antennas.

where Dn is the matrix containing ST coded symbols dn,k

transmitted from antenna n as follows
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The channel impulse response from the antenna n to the re-
ceiver antenna is described by the vector hn = (hn,0, hn,1, …,
hn,L)T, which consists of symbol-spaced complex-valued
channel taps. The white Gaussian noise samples are denoted

by w with the noise variance of 20
2 N=σ .

The equaliser needs to estimate the N channel impulse re-
sponses by using the known training symbols in the middle of
the burst. The joint maximum-likelihood (ML) channel esti-

mate ( )TNhhhh ˆ,,ˆ,ˆˆ
21 �=  for N channels in the presence of

white Gaussian noise is given by [11]

( ) rMMMh HH 1ˆ −=   , (3)

where ( )NMMMM ,,, 21 �=  contains the training sequence

matrices, each of which formed from the midamble symbols
according to (2).

III. SPACE-TIME TRELLIS CODING

In space-time (ST) trellis coding, the space-time encoder
generates a symbol stream for each transmit antenna given a
stream of input symbols according to a specific trellis dia-
gram. Each new input symbol defines a transition from the
current state and the state transition label defines the symbols
to be transmitted from each antenna. The symbols are trans-
mitted in bursts with a proper midamble assigned to each
transmitting antenna.
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Fig. 2. An 8-state STTC for 8-PSK and 2 transmit antennas
(also the symbol constellation is shown).

A. Delay Diversity

A simple ST trellis code is DD code using two transmit
antennas. In DD transmission, the second antenna transmits
the same signal as the first one but with a delay. When anten-
nas have uncorrelated channels, the channel taps are fading at
different times, which can be advantageously utilised by the
receiver. Since, effectively, this approach just increases the
length of the channel impulse response, the receiver need not
to know the presence of DD transmission as long as the same
midamble is allocated for the both transmit antennas. A prac-
tical value for the delay offset between the antennas is one
symbol interval.

B. Optimised Space-Time Trellis Codes

When actual optimised ST trellis codes [1] are applied, the
symbol streams assigned to the antennas are not just delayed
versions of each other. Therefore the receiver also requires
the knowledge of the used ST trellis structure to decode the
data symbols. Moreover, the channel from each transmit an-
tenna has to be estimated by using the different midambles
transmitted from the antennas. Fig. 2 shows the trellis of an 8-
state code for 8-PSK modulation and two transmit antennas
[1], where the labels of the state transitions defining the sym-
bols to be transmitted from the antennas are shown in the ta-
ble beside the trellis.

Due to complexity restrictions it is mandatory to combine
space-time decoding and equalisation at the receiver. Since
the received signal is a superposition of N 8-PSK signals, the
joint equaliser would have 8NL states, if the ST code structure
were not taken into account. In practise, this dependency on
the number of transmit antennas N is intolerable, because of
which we employ joint space-time decoding and equalisation
following the approach given in [2]. The well-known ML
solution
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where the ST coded symbol matrix Dn is a function of the
candidate data vector a, is solved using the Viterbi algorithm.

Due to the multilevel 8-PSK symbols, the complexity of
Maximum Likelihood Sequence Estimation (MLSE) is too
extensive to be implemented. This is why a reduced-state
equaliser like Decision Feedback Sequence Estimation
(DFSE) has to be used. It incorporates the previous symbol
decisions in the metrics calculation and therefore the number
of states is significantly reduced [12]. A problem for mul-
tichannel equalisation techniques like STTC is to build a
minimum phase prefilter in the front of DFSE. In this paper
we have circumvented the problem by increasing the number
of trellis states from 8 to 64 and using non-minimum phase
channel in simulations.

IV.  TURBO EQUALISATION

A. Turbo principle

Let us consider in more detail the iterative receiver struc-
ture, which is presented in Fig.3. The space-time equaliser
calculates log-likelihood values )(aeqλ  exploiting the a priori

values )(aaλ  coming from the previous iteration. At the very

first iteration there is no a priori available, so

0)( ≡λ aa during the initial iteration.

During the metrics calculation the a priori probabilities
Pr(ak) for each transition are extracted from the correspond-
ing log-likelihood ratios
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The equaliser output )(aeqλ consists of intrinsic and extrin-

sic information. The latter is the incremental information ob-
tained in the equalisation and it is extracted from the output
by bitwise subtraction as follows [5,6]

)()()( ,,, jk
a

jkeqjk
ext
eq aaa λ−λ=λ . (6)

The extrinsic information is then deinterleaved to achieve a

priori information )(caλ  on the coded data. These values are

provided for the Soft-in-Soft-out (SISO) channel decoder,
which calculates soft outputs )(cdλ  for the coded bits. How-

ever, the feedback into the ST equaliser only contains the
incremental information obtained from the surrounding bits in
the channel decoding. This extrinsic information is obtained
as follows [5,6]

)()()( ,,, jk
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Fig. 3. Turbo equaliser structure.

The turbo equalisation technique is based on the utilisation
of extrinsic information at the next iteration round [5]. Hence,
it is interleaved and provided for the equaliser as a priori in-

formation )(aaλ on the bit reliabilities. By exploiting the new

information available in the detection, more reliable decisions
are achieved.

The iterative processing may continue several rounds if
there is processing power available. Nevertheless, it is useless
to iterate without further improvement. At the final iteration
round the conventional hard decoder is used instead of SISO
to obtain information bits û .

B. Soft-in-soft-out decoding

The turbo iteration is based on the feedback of soft infor-
mation from the channel decoder to the equaliser, which re-
quires SISO decoder. A suitable decoding algorithm is BCJR-
max-log-MAP, which provides the a posteriori probability for
each bit [13,14]. The algorithm exploits the following prob-
ability functions for the trellis state s at time k

( )kjk sps ≤=α r,)(  (8)

( )sps kjk >=β r)(   . (9)

Furthermore, the log-probability of the transition to the state s
given a starting state s ′  is as follows
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if the coding rate is 1/M.

Using the previous definitions BCJR-max-log-MAP pro-
vides the following output [14]
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and the forward and backward recursions are computed by
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IV. PERFORMANCE RESULTS

We evaluate the performance of transmit diversity tech-
niques combined with TE iterations in the EGPRS platform.
Hence, 8-PSK modulation is used and 1/3-rate outer code,
which is punctured to the rate 0.37 (MCS-5) or 0.92 (MCS-
8). 8-state STTC with two transmit antennas is considered
and compared to the DD system with one symbol delay be-
tween the transmit antennas. The STTC equaliser has 64 trel-
lis states and for a fair comparison we use 64-state equaliser
for DD, too. The multipath channel profile is Typical Urban
with the mobile speed of 3 km/h (TU3). No frequency hop-
ping is used in any simulations. During one TE iteration both
ST-equalisation and outer decoding are performed once.
Moreover, the first iteration stands for the conventional per-
formance without using any feedback information yet.

Fig. 4 shows the MCS-8 performance in terms of block er-
ror rate (BLER) for the first, second and fourth TE iteration.
The performance of the single antenna transmission is given
as a reference. The iterative improvement for the both STTC
and DD systems is 1 dB after second and 1.5 dB after the
fourth iteration. Hence, the TE method does not benefit from
the more complex STTC structure, but provides equal im-
provement for the simple repetition code of DD. The benefit
of STTC shows already in the first iteration and during the
further iterations TE only makes the channel equalisation
more reliable regardless of the ST trellis structure that is used.
Transmit diversity as such provides clear gain compared to
the single antenna transmission. DD gives 1.5 dB gain and
STTC almost 2 dB at BLER 10-1. Furthermore, STTC has a
steeper slope, so the difference is even larger for good signal
quality.

Fig. 5 presents the performance in the stronger MCS-5
coding scheme. As expected, the first iteration for STTC is
worse than for DD with the strong convolutional code [3].
Moreover, we can observe that TE provides more iterative
gain for DD. After the second iteration STTC improves less
than 2 dB, whereas DD achieves 2.5 dB gain at BLER 10-1.
After the fourth iteration we observe 3 dB improvement for
STTC, but almost 4 dB gain for DD. Thus these results also
imply that TE provides equivalent or even smaller perform-
ance gain for STTC than for DD.

Fig. 4. BLER performance for MCS-8.

Fig. 5. BLER performance for MCS-5.

V.  CONCLUSIONS

The performance of the STTC technique when concate-
nated with an outer code is not very good. In this paper we
consider the iterative TE method in the receiver to enhance
the performance. TE utilises the ST equaliser and the outer
decoder in an iterative fashion to achieve more reliable deci-
sions.

To analyse if TE is able to exploit the trellis structure of
STTC we combine also the DD system with the TE receiver.
DD is based on the simple repetition code. We evaluate the
iterative gains of STTC and DD using EGPRS with an outer
convolutional code as a simulation platform.



The simulations show an equivalent or lower iterative gain
for STTC than for DD. Hence, TE is not able to utilise the
more complex structure of STTC, but merely improves the
channel equalisation reliability for the both systems. The
achieved performance gains are 1.0-1.5 dB at BLER 10-1 for
the MCS-8 coding scheme. The difference between DD and
STTC is observed already in the first iteration and it remains
the same during the further iterations. When concatenated
with the stronger outer code of the MCS-5 scheme DD per-
forms better already in the first iteration and improves even
more by the iterative data processing than STTC.
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